Sucker Rod Pump Component Sample Set

Model: 295-407
DAC Worldwide's Sucker Rod Pump Component Sample Set (295-407) is a wall-mountable set of actual and replica
sucker rod pump rod string components that allows for realistic demonstration and training relating to the design,
proper sequential assembly, handling, care, and application of individual components within a sucker rod string.
The component set includes actual steel API 11B design rod string components and shortened replica cast
urethane sucker rods. The set also includes specialty string components such as shear couplings, rod protectors,
crossover couplings, rod guides, and rod wipers. The assembly can be combined with optional components such as
a replica rod rotator, a replica sucker rod wrench, a replica rod elevator, a complete downhole pump assembly, and
a complete stuﬃng box assembly. This component set supports realistic, instructor-led training relating to pumping
unit operations as well as rod string design, maintenance, operational concerns, and downhole pump operating
principles.

FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS
Full-size actual and replica components used throughout
Welded structural steel wall mounting bracket with simulated support bridal and provision for re-alignment
in two directions
Actual downhole components include; 0.75-in. slim and full-diameter rod couplings, 7/8-in. coupling,
crossover coupling, shear-pin coupling, two-bolt polished rod clamp, short polished rod, polished rod
coupling, rod protectors, rod guides, rod wipers, and sample stuﬃng box packing
Replica, cast-urethane components including multiple shortened sucker rods of two sizes, pony rod, rod
carrier bar and representative sinker bar
Provision for multiple options expanding the package’s scope
Reusable, rolling, molded, foam-lined, packing container
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PRODUCT DIMENSIONS
37.5-in. L x 27-in. W x 15.5-in. H (950 x 685 x 390 mm)
45 lbs. (20.5 kg)

INCLUDES
Wall Mounting Bracket
Packing Container,
0.75-in. Rod Couplings
7/8-in. Coupling
Crossover Coupling
Shear-Pin Coupling
Two-Bolt Polished Rod Clamp
Short Polished Rod
Polished Rod Coupling
Rod Protectors
Rod Guides
Rod Wipers
Sample Stuﬃng Box Packing

Address

Contacts

DAC Worldwide
3 Killdeer Court, Suite #301
Swedesboro, NJ 08085

email: contact@dacworldwide.com
phone: (800) 662 5877
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